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JOHNSON.
CCfl'leUlt Conrt of Appeals, First CircuIt..· December?:T,

, No.
FOR

The Eutebrouk patent, No. 230,409, for an Improvement In breech-loading
tll'earDj!l"Conslsting of a a single-barreled gun, slotted
In tw,qliirections,.,...vertically and horlzontalIy,-whereby the hammer and
toP. snap may be placed in line, hI valid, when limited, as It is by the
proceedings In the patent office, and the. language of the specification and
clltlm, to the functions of the two slots; but such patent Is not Infringed
by guns which do not contain the horizontal slot as described In the claim.
Appealfrdm the Circuit Court of the United States for the District

of "
This wl;ls a,suit in equity by Benjamin S. Lovell against Mary Eliza-

beth Johnson for infringement of a patent. From a decree dismiss-
ing the bill (82 Fed. 206), the complainant appeals.
James E. Maynadier, for appellant.
Causten Browne and Alex. P. Browne, for appellee.
Before COLT, Circuit Judge, and WEBB and ALDRICH, District

JUdges.

COLT, Judge. This is an appeal from the circuit court dis-
missing thepijJ,. The suit was brought for infringement of letters
patent No. 230,409, granted July 27, 1880, to Charles H. Eutebrouk,
for an improvement in breech-loading firearms. The specification
says:
"My Invention consists of a novel construction of the breech-piece of a single-

barreled gun; .my object being to make a single-barreled breech-loading gun,
with a central hammer and top snap in the same line, which is simple, cheap,
and very compact In' its construction. • • • In the drawings, A Is the
breech-piece. This breech-piece Is slotted from top to bottom, to receive a
central hammel', 13, and Is also slotted across this central slot, to receive the
locking-bolt, 0, and its connecting arm,. c2• The locking-bolt, 0, by which
the barrel Is locked In place, slides In this slot In the breech-piece, A, and is
moved forward and back by the tumbler, c, which is actuated by the finger-
,lever, Cl. The bolt, C, it Will be seen, is In front of the central slot in the
breech-piece, A, and the tUlI\bler, c, at the rear, with the hammer, B, between
them. To admit of this compact arrangement, I make the bolt, C, with a
sIde-arm, c2, which extends back of the hammer, and connects the bolt, C,
and tumbler, c. This arm is shown as a separate piece from the bolt, C, and
Is best made so for convenience In putting both in place. There Is nothing
novel In these operative 'parts per se, anll I have merely transferred them
from double-barreled guns, and arranged them, as described, so as to fit in
and work within the slotted breech-piece that I have provided; the novelty
of my device being in the structure of the breech-piece. A breech-piece for
a single-barreled ,gun has never heretofore been so contrived as to accommo-
date a central hammer and top snap, the difficulty being to get the hammer
and top snap in line. • • • What I' claim as my invention Is the breech-
piece, A, of a ,single-barreled gun, slotted In two directions, as described,-
that is to say, horizontally and vertically,-the vertical slot being In the center,
Whereby the hammer and top snap may be placed In line, and still the oper-
ating parts accommodated, all as set forth."
The patent, as finally allowed, is for a breech-piece slotted in two

directions, horizontally and vertically; the vertical slot being in the
center.
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In the consideration of the patent it is necessary to refer some-
what in detail to the proceedings in the patent office. In his first
application the patentee said:
"The gist of the invention is the combination of the breech-piece, A, siotted

centrally to receive the hammer, B, and provided with the bolt, e, for locking
the barrel, actuated by a tumbler or pin, c, which is vertical, instead of hori-
zontal. .. .. .. What I claim as my invention is the combination of centrally
siotted breech-piece, A, central hammer, B, ind top snap, e, c, cl , as shown."
This application was rejected for want of novelty. Thereupon a

second application was filed, which says:
"It is this arrangement of bolt, e, arm, c2, tumbler, c, with its lever, cI ,

and hammer, B, in the slot in the breech-piece, A, which constitutes my in-
vention. What I claim as my invention is the combination of the centrally
slotted breech-piece, A, central hammer, B, bolt, e, arm, c2, tumbler, c, and
finger-lever, c I , all arranged together as described."
This application was again rejected on the ground of want of inven-

tion, and that the hammer and locking mechanism are independent
of each other, and do not form a legitimate combination claim. A
third application was tilen filed. In this application the first mention
is made of the horizontal slot. It declares:
"This breech-piece is slotted from top to bottom to receive a central hammer,

B, and is also slotted across this central slot .. .. • -to receive the locking-
bolt, e, and its connecting arm, c2 • The locking bolt, e, by which the barrel
is locked In place, slldes in this slot in the breech-piece, A. • .. • What I
claim as my invention is the combination of the breech-piece, A, slotted in two
directions as shown, bolt, 0, arm, c2 , tumbler, c, and finger-lever, cl ; the
bolt, e, being at the forward end, and tumbler, c, at the rear end, of the cen-
tral slot, and the arm, c2, lying in a slot on one side of the central slot, as
shown."
This claim was again rejected for want of novelty. Following this

rejection the applicant sent a letter of remonstrance to the commis-
sioner, which declares, among other things:
"Applicant's invention consists • • • in the combination of a locking-

bolt, e, having an arm, c2, with a breech-piece slotted centrally from its upper
to its under side to receive the hammer, and with a slot across this central
slot to receive the locking-bolt, e, and its arms, c2."
The application was again amended by substituting the following

claim:
"The combination of bolt, e, arm c2 , tumbler, c, and finger-lever, cI ,

with breech-piece, A, slotted from top to bottom to receive the central hammer,
and slotted crosswise to receive the locking-bolt, e, and its arm, c2 ; the bolt,
e, being in front, and the tumbler, c, back of the central slot, and the bolt, e,
and the arm, c2, being in the crosswise slot, as shown."
This claim was again rejected upon the references and for the reasons

before given. The application was finally submitted in the form in
which it appears in the patent, and was again rejected, but on appeal
to the board of examiners in chief the patent was allowed.
The proceedings in the patent office, and the language of the spec-

ification and claim, place certain limitations upon this patent. All
the operative parts of the breech-piece were old. The bolt must be
in front of the central slot, the tumbler at the rear, and hammer be-
tween them. The bolt and side-arm are received by, and slide in,
the horizontal slot. The vertical slot must be in the center cf the
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horizontal slot. The claim is for a breech-piece slotted in two direc-
tions, whereby the hammer and top snap may be placed in line,and
still accommodate the operating parts. We think the claim valid,
when limited to the functions of the two slots; such functions to be
construed in connection with the specification and drawings of the
patent, the file wrapper and contents, and the prior art.
The defendant is charged with making and selling two forms of

infringing guns. In gun No.1, the tumbler by which the bolt is
actuated is located in front of the hammer and the vertical slot. The
trigger guard, at the side of the breech-piece, and out of line with the
hammer, constitutes the lever which operates the tumbler. Unlike
the patent in suit, the tumbler is not situated back of the ham-
mer, the bolt does not extend back of the hammer, and there is no
horizontal slot extending across the hammer slot whereby the hammer
and top snap may be placed in line. By the express terms of the
specification, the slotted breech-piece and the arrangement of oper-
ative parts of the Eutebrouk patent are not found in defendant's gun
No.1, and, therefore, it does not infringe.
In gun No.2, the sliding-bolt is in front of the hammer, which is

located in a vertical slot centrally formed in the breech-piece; and
the finger-lever mechanism is on top of the breech-piece, directly back
of the hammer, and in line with it. A screw passes through the finger·
lever and into the bolt, and attaches the two together. By pushing
the finger-lever to one side, the screw is drawn backward in its slot,
thereby retracting the bolt. The bret!ch-piece is cored out upon both
sides of the hammer, and the bolt is extended back from the front to
the rear of the hammer, and upon both sides of the hammer, but out
of contact with the walls of the chamber. In the patent in suit,
the tumbler engages a notch in the connecting arm of the bolt, and,
when the tumbler is rocked by pushing the finger-lever, the arm and
connected bolt are drawn back. "The rear end of the connecting
arm of the bolt is maintained in operative relation to the tumbler and
the bolt by the retaining walls of the horizontal slot." The important
and vital question in this case is whether defendant's gun No.2 con·
tains the horizontal slot of the Eutebrouk claim. We feel bound,
upon careful consideration of the whole case, to adopt the defendant'll
view on this point. We think it plain that the conception of Eute-
bronk: was to retain, support, and guide the connecting arm and bolt
in a horizontal slot formed in the vertical wall of the old hammer slot.
This appears from an inspection of the breech-piece and operating
mechanism. The patent says, "This breech-piece is slotted across the
central slot * * * to receive the locking-bolt and its connecting
arm, c2." It speaks of the operative parts being merely transferred
from double-barreled guns, and arranged "so as to fit in and work
within the slotted breech-piece." In one of the several applications
filed, it is said, "The arm, c2, is in a slot at one side of the central
slot," and again, "The arm, c2 , lying in a slot on one side of the central
slot." The recessed chamber in defendant's breech-piece does not con·
tain the horizontal slot of the Eutebrouk patent. The fastening to-
gether of the rear end of the locking-bolt and the finger-lever mech-
anism obviates the necessity of any supporting slot. The finger·
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lever mechanism supports and guides the rearward extension of the
locking-bolt. The so-called slot on either side of the hammer in de-
fendant's breech-piece is a mere passageway. The only slot in de-
fendant's gun in which the locking-bolt is guided and supported lies
in front of the hammer slot, and the hammer slot is not central of it,
in the sense of the patent. For these reasons we find no infringement
of the patent in defendant's gun No.2, and it follows that the decree
of the circuit court must be affirmed. The decree of the circuit court
is affirmed, with the costs of this court to the appellee.

OHANDLER ADJUSTABLE OHAIR & DESK CO. v. HEYWOOD BROS. &
WAKEFIELD CO.

(Circuit Court, D. Massachusetts. December 5, 1898.)

No. 1,032.

1. DESIGN PATENTS-CONSTRUCTION OF STATUTE-ARTICLE HAVING MOVABLE
PARTS.
Rev. St. § 4929, cannot be so narrowly construed and limited as not to

apply to a design for an article of manufacture, nor authorize a patent
therefor, merely because such article has movable parts.

S. SA}IE-DESIGN FOR FumnTURE SUPPORT. .
The Hill design patent, No. 27,272, for a design for a furniture support,

held valid on demurrer.

This was a suit in equity by the Ohandler Adjustable Ohair & Desk
Oompany against the Heywood Bros. & Wakefield Company for infringe-
ment of a patent.
Edward S. Beach and Richard P. Elliott, for complainant.
Frederick L. Emery, for defendant.

BROWN, District Judge. An inspection of the drawings and spec-
ification of design patent No. 27,272, dated June 29, 1897, to Fred·
erick W. Hill, assignor to the complainant, for a design for a furniture
support, satisfies me that it claims and defines one design only. Though
the furniture support shown and described consists of two members,
these members are related and dependent; and, though the configura-
tion of each of these members is separately described, it is apparent
that the parts must be assembled in order to display the design, shape,
or configuration of the article of manufacture.
The broad proposition advanced by the defendant, that section 4929

of the Revised Statutes was not intended to apply to structures having
movable parts, is not supported by the citation of any judicial decision;
and, though certain rulings of the patent office (Ex parte Tallman, 82 O.
G. 337; Ex parte Adams, 84 O. G. 311; Ex parte Smith, 81 O. G.
969; Ex parte Brower [1873] C. D. 151) are presented to support
this proposition, I am of the opinion that such a construction of the
statute calls for an unwarranted and unreasonable limitation of the
terms "manufacture" and "any article of manUfacture," and leads to
absurd and unjust results. For example, such a construction would


